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Summary
Future Electronics is featuring the Panasonic Grid-EYE® infrared array sensor in a recent newsletter.

Message
Montreal, Canada (prsafe) December 25, 2020 - Future Electronics, a global leading distributor of electronic components, has

brought attention to new innovative capabilities of the Panasonic Grid-EYE® infrared array sensor.

Future Electronics is pleased to announce the expansion of Panasonic's line of Grid-EYE® Infrared Array Sensors. Four new

re-designed sensors offer a number of advancements over the original Grid-EYE®, including higher accuracy, enhanced resolution,

and longer detection distance, for true next-generation performance.

To learn more, visit www.FutureElectronics.com/resources/featured-products/panasonic-grid-eye-infrared-array-sensor.

Stay on top of all sensing and connectivity information in Sense Connect Control, your go-to e-newsletter by Future Electronics.

Each edition is packed with product information, datasheets or videos showcasing the most advanced new sensing and connectivity

solutions.

Visit www.FutureElectronics.com/subscribe to receive the latest issues of Sense Connect Control newsletter and always stay up to

date with the latest innovations of the technology world.

About Future Electronics

Future Electronics is a global leader in electronics distribution, recognized for providing customers with global supply chain

solutions, custom-tailored engineering services and a very extensive variety of electronic components. Founded by Robert G. Miller

in 1968, Future Electronics believes its 5000 employees are its greatest asset, with 170 offices in 44 countries. Future Electronics is

globally integrated, with a unified IT infrastructure that delivers real-time inventory availability and access to customers. With the

highest level of service, the most advanced engineering capabilities, and the largest available-to-sell inventory in the world, Future's

mission is always to Delight the Customer®. For more information, visit www.FutureElectronics.com.
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